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Standalone Large LED 6" Digital Display Clock with 
Multiple Functions with Countdown & WiFi Option 

Model: TAS/WiFi-6-DC
 Long Distance Readable With 170 SMD LED lights the bright, bold, vivid-Red LED 6

inches single digital Wall Clock with large display are easy to read from across the room. 
Great viewing Experience indoor, whether in office, church, Warehouse, Lobby, 
Classroom, Conference, library, Kitchen, indoor pool, and production facility. 

 Smart Control Options Using WiFi access point to realize wireless control via web
browser using your smart phone or PC, constant software upgrading improve user 
experiences from better to excellent. Friendly user interface makes setup and control 
much easier. You can still use the easy-to-use infrared Remote Control to set up and 
control your clock. App is available as optional, ask support team. 

 Pre-program Countdowns / Timers / Alarms / DST Pre-program your desired
countdowns and save it to relative button. You can run countdowns in seconds, minutes 
and hours. Just press one button to repeat the countdowns. Three modes of countdowns 
and timers and more. No need to worry about changing your wall clock for DST. The wall 
clock automatically adjusts to Daylight Saving Time. 

 High accuracy and Multiple mounting options Built-in technology to use WiFi to
connect to a standard Internet time server. With this feature, it maintains current time 
automatically without intervention. Keyholes on the back of clock for easy wall-mounting 
and integrated tripod mounting hole, free to install and use anywhere, and electrical wire 
for concealed installation in-wall. 

 Auto-Rotate Screen and ultra thin design With built-in G sensor, place the clock in any
direction you like. No need to worry about which side is power outlet. Ultra thin frame, 
acrylic glazed cover, and ABS plastic ensures the wall clock is light weighted and shatter 
resistant. 



Package Includes:
1x Clock 1x USB Adapter 

1x Remote 1x Manual 
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Please contact Us for pricing

Product description 
TAS High Quality  Digital LED Wall Clock with its high accuracy is perfect for Offices, 
Warehouses, Classrooms, Seniors and visually impair, Gym, indoor pool, Games, 
Sports, Stadium, library, Kitchen etc. (Indoors and evening outside) 6 inches tall 
digitals on LED screen makes it easy viewing in long distance. The single digital 
measures 6.1”×3.4”. Worry about terrible control of remote controller? We got it all 
set up for you! With pre-programmed different countdowns, timers, you can just 
relax and sit back. Just pressing the buttons to switch between 8 main functions: 
3 different Count downs, 3 timers, display mode, real time calibration and so on. 
With built-in WiFi, you can manage default setting of alarm and countdowns, 
update and calibrate Real Time Clock via your smart phone or PC. Countdowns: 
1-99 seconds display ss:ms 1-99 minutes display mm:ss 1-99 hours display
hh:mm Timers: 1-99 seconds display ss:ms; 1-99 minutes and 59 seconds; 
display mm:ss 1-99 hours and 59 minutes, display hh:mm Two way to set up 
Alarm: Set hour and minutes you want the alarm to sound or Set certain date you 
want the alarm to sound Unlike other clocks, you get buttons on the clock to 
control. Batteries are a backup power source to preserve settings. Power adapter 
is required. High accuracy with year error less than 2 minutes. If you connected 
your Clock with Wi-Fi and select auto-synchronization, you will always have 
accurate time! Mute Alarm, countdowns or timers anytime you want. Easy 
installation using keyholes for wall-mounting, electrical wire for concealed 
installation in-wall and integrated tripod mounting hole. Feel free to install and 
place it anywhere.   12/24 hour mode 
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